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ABSTRACT

In the paper the study of radio communication system design process for systems based on OFDM transmission is 
considered. The signal propagation model for 1.4 GHz frequency band is discussed, and the study of signal propagation 
characteristics, important from the point of view of OFDM system design, is presented. The methodology of OFDM 
interface design is proposed and some characteristics of the OFDM-based radio communication system are analysed.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the problem of radio communication systems 
design for maritime applications is very important. It is 
necessary for the implemented modern wideband systems to 
enable high-rate data transmission in internet communication 
and multimedia services. It is commonly agreed that the most 
interesting signal transmission technique for high-rate data 
transmission is  the OFDM technique, used in the most modern 
cellular system, called LTE. 

This study presents the principle of the use of OFDM 
technique for design of a wideband radio communication 
system for maritime applications, especially for A1 sea area, 
and discusses benefits from its use.

From the point of view of this study some assumptions have 
been made. First, the frequency band of signals transmitted 
over the radio communication channel is set equal to 10 MHz, 
which corresponds  to one of the most frequently used bands 
in the LTE public cellular system. This assumption makes it 
possible to compare the presently obtained results to those 
achieved for the LTE system. 

The centre frequency of the proposed system is set to 1.4 GHz. 
The use of wideband channel means that the signal transmission 
is done in a frequency-selective multipath channel, which 
affects the transmission conditions and signal performance. 
A characteristic transmission feature is that the connection 
is realized between 2 antennas. The first antenna is localised 
on the coast, approximately 15 m above the ground, while 
the second antenna is localised on a ship in the case of the 
coast-to-sea channel, or on a plane or helicopter (the coast-
to-air channel, above the sea). In both cases the same 2-ray 
propagation model is used [1]. A possible high speed of the 
plane determines great values of Doppler spread and this is the 
main difference between these two propagation environments. 

The proposed design methodology can be used for adapting 
modern high-speed data communication systems to maritime 
applications.

RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

The 2-ray propagation model is one of the most often used models 
for radio-wave propagation in both the coast-to-sea and coast-to-
air propagation environment. Also propagation measurements in 
these environments give, in general, similar results. 

Using this model we take into account 2 components of 
the multipath signal propagation. The 1-st is the LOS (line-
of-sight) component and the 2-nd is the component reflected 
from the surface of the sea [1-7]. 

The model is considered in 2 versions depending on the 
designed radio station range. The first version is applied when 
the curvature of the Earth is to be taken into account, and 
the second - when the surface is assumed flat. 

The impulse response of this channel model is given by 

when: 
α0(t) – complex component representing the amplitude 

of the LOS component, 
αs(t)– complex component representing the reflected 

component amplitude, 
 – reflection coefficient from the sea surface, 

  – variable representing the phase shift between the 
LOS component and the reflected component, depending on 
the shift ΔRk = X + X’ - l relative to the wavelength λ.

(1)
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The 2-ray model is presented in Fig. 1, where we can find 
interpretations of formulas for Γ(t) and ΔRk (see the model 
for flat Earth).

In the case of coastal transmission it is possible to receive 
some additional components reflected from coast obstacles. 
But the results presented in [1-7] show that they are not 
important from the point of view of OFDM system design 
presented in this paper. 

PATHLOSS MODELS FOR 1 GHZ (L-BAND) 
AND 5 GHZ (C-BAND)

It is very difficult to find publications discussing the issue 
of loss modelling in systems similar to that analysed in the 
paper. We can find suitable models in [4-6]. The most recent 
research which best corresponds to the analysed model of 
the system was done by NASA [8-9].

The present research concerns the communication between 
the coast radio station and unmanned aerial vehicles. This 
research area is very popular nowadays. The research was done 
on the basis of 2-ray curved-Earth channel model (CE2R). In 
this model we take into account radio wave reflections from 
the waving surface  of the sea (salty water).

The radio wave reflection from the irregular sea surface 
may be a reason why waves reach the receiver with large 
phase-shifts. Thus, it is assumed that the radio wave reaches 
the receiver as a direct component (LOS) and components 
reflected from the surface of the water.

The studies take into account the measurements of the radio 
wave attenuation with deviation dependent on many factors, 
in particular: water undulation, non-ideal characteristics of 
the antennas, occasional recording  of additional multipath 
signal components in the receiver (in addition to those 
corresponding to LOS and the reflected wave), and slow 
signal strength fluctuations caused by imperfections of the 
measuring instruments.

Fig. 1.  2-ray propagation model for flat and curved Earth

As a result, the here proposed propagation models  (under 
the sea surface)  are given by formulas (2-4), with parameters 
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 [8].

For 1 GHz band we have:

where

And for 5 GHz band we have:

The used parameters are as follows: 

A0,L,s  – propagation constant for 1 GHz band, 
nL,s  – power of signal loss for 1 GHz band, 
LL,s  – correction factor for 1 GHz frequency band,
d  – distance between antennas, 
XL,s XL,l – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and 

 standard deviations σX,L,s [dB] and  σX,L,l [dB], respectively,
ζ – constant depending on the direction of vehicle motion: 

 from the coast station to the vehicle ζ = 1 or to the 
 coast station ζ =-1,

LCE2R – signal loss for the CE2R model and the 
 instantaneous current location of antennas. 

L0  – correction factor for the CE2R model, 
LL,l – correction factor for 1 GHz,
λ – wave length,
D – divergence factor due to spherical Earth shape,
Γp – surface reflection coefficient, with the subscript p 

 denoting the impinging wave polarization, 
ΔR – relative path length difference between LOS and 

 surface reflection,
σX,L,s – standard deviation of the XL,s random variable 

 representing signal fluctuations,
σX,L,l  – standard deviation of the XL,l random variable 

 representing slow signal fluctuations, 

A0,C,s – propagation constant for 5 GHz band, 
nC,s – power of signal loss for 5 GHz, 
XC,s XC,l – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and 

 standard deviations σX,C,s [dB] and  σX,C,l [dB], 
 respectively,

LC,s – correction factor for 5 GHz,
σXC,s – standard deviation of XC,s random variable 

 representing slow signal fluctuations, 
σXC,l – standard deviation of XC,l random variable 

 representing slow signal fluctuations, 
A0,l – propagation constant for 5 GHz, 
nC,l – power of signal loss for 5 GHz, 
LC,l – correction factor for 5 GHz,
dt – distance 2.2 ≤ d ≤ 24 km for the sea water,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The proposed values for the used parameters are collated 
in Table 1 and Table 2, for 1 GHz and 5 GHz frequency, 
respectively.

Selection of the model depends on the adopted threshold 
of elevation angle θt - which represents the angle between 
the tangent to the Earth surface at  the point where the coast 
radio station antenna is situated, and the line from that point 
to the  antenna on the vehicle (the plane or the ship).

It also depends on the distance dt between the positions of 
the coast station antenna and the vehicle antenna (the latter 
being defined as the point on the ground designated by the 
perpendicular to the tangent to the ground at that point and 
the proposed vehicle antenna height).

In general, values achieved for a small elevation angle can 
be understood as referring to:

– the ship, for the coast-to-sea model
– the climb phase of the aircraft, for the coast-to-air model,
– or the flight at a relatively low altitude, for the coast-

to-air model.

Tab. 1. Path loss parameters for 1 GHz [8]

Tab. 2. Path loss parameters for 1 GHz [8]

It is noteworthy that under the tested conditions, the 
correlation time and the delay spread were very small. In 
a typical situation the delay spread was less than 50 ns, and 
only occasionally increased to 250 ns. But we should keep in 
mind that the developed model has also to take into account 
situations when the delay spread is larger due to larger channel 
selectivity. 

Based on the conclusion resulting from observations of 
the models, authors propose to  modify slightly the basic 
CE2R model (by adding two more components) for signal 
loss estimation at low altitude and frequencies close to 
1 GHz what we can see in the formula (2). At the same time 
for higher altitudes ( θ > θt) the modified model is taken into 

account (see (2)). This model is only loosely associated with 
the CE2R model.Consequently, the CE2R model is valid for 
ships and low-altitude flights and climbing.

Fig. 2. Charts of propagation loss using the models given by (2) and (3) 
(excluding the random variable X; ζ = 1)

Signal losses Lprop obtained using these two models are 
compared in Fig. 2, presenting this quantity as a function 
of the distance between antennas. As we can see, the CE2R 
model is more restrictive than the modified one. Taking into 
account the empirical nature of the research, the modified 
model seems to be more appropriate. Consequently, the 
authors decided to forsake the CE2R model for the 5 GHz 
band for both low and high altitudes (see the formula (4)). 

It is noteworthy that for maritime conditions of signal 
propagation the path loss is usually larger than in the case 
of coast-to-air transmission. 

PROPAGATION LOSS MODEL PROPOSAL 
FOR 1.4 GHZ 

For 1.4 GHz transmission, the model for 1 GHz seems to 
be more adequate, and this model was used in the analysis. 
The frequency increase to 1.4 GHz results in larger signal 
loss, as we can see in Table 3. But the assumed parameters 
need verification in relevant measurements, which is planned 
in the future. 

In the first approach we can assume that the signal loss 
along the Earth surface is given by

with parameter values given in Tab. 3.

Tab. 3. Proposed path loss parameters for 1.4 GHz [8]

(5)
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The parameters used in (5) are then as follows:

A0,l – propagation constant for high flight altitude phase  
 (coast-to-air model),

n0,l – signal loss power for high flight altitude,
σXl – standard deviation of random variable Xl representing 

 slow signal fluctuations,
Ll – correction factor for high flight altitude,
A0,s – propagation constant for low flight altitude phase 

 (coast-to-air model),
n0,s – signal loss power for low flight altitude,
σXs – standard deviation of random variable Xs representing 

 slow signal fluctuations,
Ls – correction factor for low flight altitude,
A0,s2 – propagation constant for ships (coast-to-sea model),
n0,s2 – signal loss power for ships,
σXs2 – standard deviation of random variable Xs2 

 representing slow signal fluctuations,
Ls2 – correction factor for ships,
d – distance between antennas, 
Xl, Xs, Xs2 – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and 

 standard deviations σXl [dB], σXs [dB], σXs2 [dB], 
 respectively

ζ – constant depending on motion direction from the 
 coast station ζ = 1 (moving out) or to the coast station 
 ζ =-1 (moving to the coast).

Fig. 3.  Signal loss as a function of the distance, using (4) 
(excluding the random variable X; ζ = 1)

Charts of signal loss for the proposed model are  presented 
in Fig. 3. We can see that the model for coast-to-sea 
transmission is more restrictive than the models for coast-
to-air transmission. 

GENERAL MODEL OF WIDEBAND 
CHANNEL

The model of wideband channel can be presented as the 
FIR filter, consisting of the delay line and not more than 
4 branches, see Fig. 4. The received signal y(t) is the vector 
sum of signals received in different propagation paths with 
various delays and phases. The first component is the LOS 
signal, of instantaneous complex amplitude α0(t) and phase 
shift ϕ0. The amplitude probability of this component is given 

by the Rician distribution. The 2-nd component, of the αs(t) 
amplitude and ϕs phase shift, is the result of reflection  from 
the sea surface.

The remaining components z1(t) and z2(t) additionally 
depend on stochastic processes which determine their 
existence.

Fig. 4. Model of wideband channel

The probability distribution of the occurrence of 
these components is largely undefined. Nevertheless, the 
probability of the amplitude component of the second and 
other components is believed to results from the Rayleigh 
distribution.

MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE CHANNEL 

CORRELATION TIME AND DELAY SPREAD

The research presented in [8-12] suggests that the 
correlation time and the delay spread for the here analysed 
propagation environments are very short. The delay spread 
was measured for a short distance between the vehicle and 
the coast station, and for a larger distance. In general, the 
delay spread is very short for the larger distance, and slightly 
longer for the short distance. But in both cases it does not, 
generally, exceed 50 ns, and only in most critical situations 
increases to 250 ns. This is very important information from 
the point of view of the OFDM system design, because small 
delay spread means that small time guard Tg between OFDM 
symbols is required. From the literature [11, 13] we know 
that the time guard should be a few times larger than the 
maximum delay spread, in order to take into account the most 
critical situations occurring in the propagation environment. 

It appears from the presented considerations that we can 
set the minimum time guard approximately equal to 1 μs. 
As a comparison, it is approximately 5 times shorter than 
the so-called short time guard used in LTE. That means 
that the OFDM technique is more suitable for the use in sea 
propagation environment than LTE, as compared to urban, 
suburban or rural environments.

As a result of the above reasoning, the value of minimum 
acceptable time guard was set to

(6)
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COHERENCE BANDWIDTH AND ADAPTIVE 
CORRECTION OF SIGNALS IN THE RECEIVER

The coherence bandwidth Bc of the multipath channel in 
which the correlation time equals several dozen ns can be, 
approximately, slightly larger than a dozen MHz, and for 
a few hundred ns – approximately equal to a few MHz. That 
means that within the band of the received signal (B = 10 
MHz), no more than one minimum (strongly suppressed 
component-subcarrier of the spectrum) should be observed. 
And in the general case, no strongly suppressed component 
may be observed. However, a longer correlation time, reaching 
a few μs, can cause a strong frequency selectivity.

It means that in relatively long periods of time the channel 
cannot be frequency selective, despite a large channel 
bandwidth. In this case we do not need to use  correction 
of channel pulse response in the receiver, nor  other simple 
solutions. 

GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF OFDM 
INTERFACE DESIGN

As the first step, we assume the FFT size which depends 
on the planned number of subcarriers in the OFDM signal. 
Most frequently the FFT size is assumed as the power of 2. The 
1024 size is preferred for a few hundred of active subcarriers, 
which is the case of the present project. If the designed number 
of subcarriers is smaller than the FFT size, then we only use 
active subcarriers and set other subcarriers equal to zero. 

Subcarrier spacing should be much larger than the Doppler 
spread, which in the designed system depends on the speed 
of motion of vehicles. Therefore in order to take into account 
high speed of motion of terminals, higher Δf should be 
assumed.  In a typical situation, the Δf value of over dozen 
kHz is sufficient even for very large (more than 1000 kmph) 
vehicle speed. 

The subcarrier spacing must meet the condition

The sampling frequency depends on the assumed Δf and 
the number of subcarriers (FFTsize). This relation is

   
The OFDM symbol duration depends on the assumed 

value of Δf 
 

In the next step, the total symbol transmission period TTR 
is to be estimated. It depends on the number of designed 
OFDM symbols per time unit and the duration of a single 
time slot. In the proposed system the time slot duration is 
equal to Tslot = 0.5 ms, and a single slot can transmit (Nsymb) 6, 
7 or 8 OFDM symbols. Then the total transmission period is 

(7)

(8)

(9)

Hence we have 

   
If we know the TOFDM symbol duration then we can estimate 

the possible time guard Tg between the transmitted OFDM 
symbols.

The most critical assumption for OFDM-based systems is 
that the Tg should be shorter than the maximum delay spread 
in the designed system. It means that

and preferably  Tg << ΔTdelay.

Here we assumed that Tg should be a few times shorter than 
ΔTdelay , as a minimum, in a large percent of time.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED OFDM SYSTEM

The transmission of signals in the proposed system is 
realized in TDD mode in a single frequency channel of 10 
MHz frequency band. The working frequency is 1.4 GHz. 

Tab. 4. Basic parameters for proposed radio interface

In the radio interface we use the OFDM technique, in 
which the transmission over the entire frequency band is 
done using a number of orthogonal subcarriers transmitted 
simultaneously. This transmission method  increases the 
immunity of the transmitted signal to frequency selective 
signal fading, which is the most problematic issue in wideband 
radio communication systems. The basic set of parameters 
is given in Table 4. 

THE STRUCTURE OF PHYSICAL RESOURCE 
BLOCK

The basic unit of resources is the resource block. The 
resource block size in the system is defined in the time-
frequency domain. In the time domain, the resources are 
divided depending on the number of OFDM symbols used 
in a single time slot, while in the frequency domain they are 
divided into a number of subcarriers. The size of the designed 
block is 12 subcarriers and 6, 7 or 8 OFDM symbols in 
a single slot, see Fig. 5. 

(11)
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Fig. 5. The structure of physical resource block

The number of resource blocks depends on the set 
subcarrier spacing, which is the main issue of the   analysis. 
A single resource block consists of data sent on 12 subcarriers 
in a single slot of 0.5 ms duration. The block size depends 
on the number of OFDM symbols per slot. A single resource 
element carries 2 or 4 bits, depending on the modulation type: 
QPSK or 16 QAM, respectively. So, the resource element it is 
the smallest unit of information sent on a single subcarrier 
in time duration of a single OFDM symbol.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Table 5 collates results of calculation of OFDM system 
parameters for different values of OFDM symbols and 
subcarrier spacing. It determines the guard time Tg for 
different configurations, some of which can be  accepted for 
the system or not. 

For comparison purposes, the table includes parameters 
calculated for the LTE system. The Rp/Rmin value is the indicator 
for the use of resources, calculated as the available throughput 
normalized by the minimum throughput available for the 
analysed conditions (in the present case it corresponds to the 
value for LTE with 6 OFDM symbols per slot). As we can see, 
the best proposal is for 8 OFDM symbols per slot when the 
calculated guard time is Tg = 1.26 μs, assuming that Tg should 
be greater than 1 μs. Additionally, Fig. 6 shows the results 
of Tg calculation as a function of Δf, for different number of 
OFDM symbols, to illustrate the effect of subcarrier spacing 
on the guard time acceptable in the system.

The first conclusion after analysing these results is that 
larger number of OFDM symbols not always results in greater 
throughput. But large number of OFDM symbols is preferred, 
as it is achieved when Δf is larger. And larger values of Δf are 
preferable for high speeds of vehicles (which is not important 
for ships but very important for planes).

Fig. 6. Time guard as function of subcarrier spacing for different numbers 
of OFDM symbols in  single slot

The second conclusion is that the coast-to-sea and coast-
to-air environments are very good from the viewpoint of the 
use of OFDM transmission for data transmission, because 
we can use small Tg periods at relative large Δf values. It is 
possible to use large number of OFDM symbols for a single 
slot, which  guarantees high spectral efficiency.

 Another interesting problem is the normalized throughput 
available in different configurations of Δf and Tg.  Relevant 
results are  presented in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. Normalized throughput as function of subcarrier spacing for 
different numbers of OFDM symbols in single slot.

If we take into account a smaller number of OFDM symbols 
in the slot then we can achieve the same throughput using a 
smaller Δf value, as compared  to the case of greater number 
of OFDM symbols. But if a  larger Δf is preferred, it is more 
appropriate to use a greater number of OFDM symbols.
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Tab. 5. Results of estimation of OFDM parameters for different operating conditions 

Figure 8 illustrates a very interesting case when the 
normalized throughput is analysed as a function of the guard 
time. In Fig. 8a the full range of guard time is presented, while  
Fig. 8b shows only, for better visualisation, the magnified 
range of short guard time.

We can see that the greatest throughput is achieved for 
the largest number of OFDM symbols in a single slot. For 
7 symbols the throughput highest than 1.56 is not realizable 
due to excessively short guard time in this case (non acceptable 
Tg – less than 1 μs). That is why this throughput is considered 
worse than that achieved for 6 OFDM symbols.

What is very important is that the optimum number of 
OFDM symbols is dependent on the designed guard time 
and its restrictions. Note that the system is realizable only 
for parameters marked as points in this figure because it is 
dependent on the predefined resource block size (positions 
of these points  depend on the resource block size). 

For instance, from Fig. 8 we can see that: 
• for Tg = 2.5 μs the best throughput is with 6 OFDM 

symbols only, 
• for Tg = 2.85 μs 7 the use of 7 symbols is more favourable  
• but for Tg = 3,71 μs the best situation is when 8 symbols 

per slot are implemented. 
In Fig. 8a the throughput available in LTE is  compared to 

that of the proposed system, for 2 possible configurations of 
Tg in LTE (so-called short cyclic prefix and long cyclic prefix). 
We can see that the band of 9 MHz, against 10 MHz available 
in LTE, at the assumed values of Tg and Δf result in much 
poorer efficiency of LTE, as compared to the proposed system.

 
CONCLUSION

The paper proposes a design of OFDMA-based system for 
maritime applications. The performed analyses have revealed 
that for coast-to-sea and coast-to air (above the sea surface) 
propagation environments,   very short guard periods between 
the transmitted OFDM symbols can be used, which provides 
very good conditions for OFDMA interfaces performance and 
enables to achieve high efficiency of the use of radio resources. 
These conditions are much better than those characteristic 
for urban and rural environments. It means that the OFDM 
technique is strongly recommended for use in maritime radio 
communication systems. 

The proposed method can be adopted in multi-carrier 

systems (MC-CDMA [14]). Moreover, the proposed solution 
can be implemented in systems using  advanced frequency 
reuse methods, described in [15-16].

The presented analysis also reveals that the configuration 
of OFDM parameters for LTE is much more unfavorable, 
from the viewpoint of resource use, than the configurations 
of the proposed system.

The proposed path loss model can be taken into account 
when estimating the coverage of the proposed system working 
on the 1.4 GHz band.

Fig. 8. Normalized throughput as function of time guard for different 
numbers of OFDM symbols in single slot:   

a) full range of available subcarrier spacing and results for LTE;  
b) narrowed range for better presentation of the best results.
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